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More accurate news clipping
Overnight clip delivery
Easy clip management
Less costly; save up to 71%
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AccuClip Express
Automated Press Clipping
with Professional Editing
AccuClip® is a new and technologically-advanced press clipping service that combines the thoroughness of automated media monitoring with the accuracy and
judgment of human editing.
AccuClip substantially solves the major shortcomings of traditional press clipping
services - missed clips, slow delivery, and high cost. AccuClip also eliminates the
problem of duplicate or irrelevant clips and "mere mentions" that may hamper
other electronic monitoring and clipping services.
By combining automated and human editing, AccuClip delivers only the "good
clips", saving you tedious hours of reviewing and deleting unwanted clips.

Key Features
Comprehensive Coverage:
Monitoring of 25,000+ news sources
worldwide including news wires, newspapers, magazines, journals and Web
publications. Includes foreign language
publications. Includes monitoring of
online edition of TV networks and web
sites of most local TV stations in the US.

Fewer Missed Clips: While studies have shown that human readers
can miss up to 35% of valid clips, software recognizes just about every occurrence of key words and phrases specified by clients.

Next Day Delivery: No more
waiting weeks for clips. All clips found
during the previous 24 hours are delivered
the next day before noon after editing.

Tight Search Instructions:
Combination of software and professional editors accommodates extremely
complex search instructions matched to
your exacting requirements with multiple key words or phrases, and multiple
exclusions. Result: clips you get are
just what you want.

Just the "Good Clips":
Proprietary querying and filtering software eliminates duplicate or outdated
articles while professionally trained editors sift out "mere mentions" and other
exclusions specified by the customer.
Result: clips you get are just what you
want, saving many tedious hours of
reviewing and deleting unneeded and
unwanted clips.

Fast, Easy Review: Abstracts of
every article, highlighting of key words,
and removal of all extraneous text and
graphics enables customers to review
clips more quickly — saving valuable time.

AccuClip Features and Benefits
Feature
Comprehensive media coverage

Benefit
More clips delivered

Digital Clip Book: Full text of all
clips easily accessible in fully-searchable Digital Clip Book™, enabling deep
data-mining and media measurement.

Detailed Readership Data:
Automated monitoring

Near zero missed clips

Web rank, opportunities to see, press
circulation.

Customized search profiles

Fewer irrelevant clips

Professional Editing

Fewer irrelevant clips; clean copy

Overnight clip delivery

More timely intelligence

Detailed readership data

More effective media measurement

Digital Clip Book

Anywhere, anytime access to clips

Unmatched customer service

Hassle free media monitoring

Low, fixed monthly costs

Save up to 71%

Lower Costs: Savings of 27% to
71% when compared with the rate
cards of major press clipping services
in the United States.

Hassle Free Service: Really
responsive customer service representatives do everything possible to make
sure AccuClip meets your clipping
requirements and keeps your costs as
low as possible.

Nobody monitors the news media better or more accurately than AccuClip.
Nobody offers better value than CyberAlert.
Get started today! Order your No-Risk 14-day FREE TRIAL of CyberAlert 4.0
News Monitoring Service Now! Monitor your own key words in 25,000+ news
sources. Zero cost. No credit card required.
Bottom Line:
• Better Media Coverage: 25,000+ news sources
• Near zero missed clips; few irrelevant clips
• Faster Delivery: Overnight via E-Mail
• Digital Clip Storage
• Less Expensive
Call 800-461-7353 for Customer Service

AccuClip Express:
Today's most comprehensive and accurate news monitoring
service — at substantially lower costs
AccuClip Overview
Features

Benefits

AccuClip® Express is designed for unusual news monitoring
situations in which automated software alone does not
prove satisfactory.

• Comprehensive, accurate results with no irrelevant
clips for searches that have specifications or special
requirements that cannot be handled adequately by
automated software alone.

AccuClip combines the best of automated media monitoring
with the advantages of human readers. With professional
editors, AccuClip solves the problems of duplicate or irrelevant clips sometimes associated with automated clipping
services. At the same time, the AccuClip system works
much faster and misses far fewer clips than human readers.
Studies have shown that human readers can miss as many
as 35% of valid clips. In automatically reading the news with
advanced software, AccuClip recognizes just about every
occurrence of the key words or phrases specified by the client.
Because automated features significantly reduce processing
time and labor costs, the new AccuClip service boasts nextday delivery and costs up to 70% less than the major
press clipping services.

Comprehensive Worldwide Media Coverage
Features

Benefits

Today, virtually every news organization, trade publication
and broadcaster throughout the world publishes its content
on the Internet. Many publications publish more frequently
on the net than they do in their traditional media and most
news stories now appear first on the Internet. More than
70% of people now look on the Internet first for news.

• Convenience of one-stop, fully-integrated news monitoring on your desktop
• All-inclusive local, national and worldwide media coverage
- News Releases
- News Articles
- Features
- Product Reviews
- Consumer Insight
• More clips (at less cost) to better demonstrate the
value of PR
• More effective media measurement with enhanced database of clips
• Convenience and timesaving of Media List customized to your specific requirements

Each day CyberAlert monitors and "clips" news stories from
the Web sites of more than 25,000 thoroughly-vetted publications and broadcasters worldwide in 17 languages. The
selected media include virtually all news syndication services, newspapers, magazines, trade journals, and TV stations
in the United States. CyberAlert monitoring includes over
10,000 international publications with in-depth media coverage in Canada, UK, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Australia
and many other countries.
Upon client request, CyberAlert will add local, national, trade
and international media sites to its list of media sites for
daily monitoring.
In addition, clients can create a custom media list, limiting monitoring to only selected media sites on the
CyberAlert Media List.
Clients can also request to monitor non-news Web sites
including commercial, academic or government sites on a
daily basis.

Automated Monitoring and Human "Reading" of Publications
Features

Benefits

CyberAlert's fully-automated intelligent agents "read" every
word in 17 languages in over 1.8 million pages of news articles each day in 25,000+ news sources on the Internet.

• Fewer missed clips
- Automated software doesn't miss clips that human
readers do
• Unsurpassed clip accuracy with near zero irrelevant
clips as a result of human review by trained editors
before you receive them
• More frequent monitoring for more up-to-date results
than you can achieve manually with staff
• Frees up staff time to focus on more important tasks.
CyberAlert saves up to 85% of the time staff may be
spending on Internet monitoring.

The CyberAlert software monitors far more news each day
than any team of human readers. The software "reads"
immeasurably faster and more accurately than human readers. The overall result is a media monitoring service that
outperforms traditional press clipping services and/or inhouse staff monitoring news on the Internet (and costs less)

Customized Search and Media Profiles
Features

Benefits

You select your key words or phrases, customized to your
specific needs.

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Full Boolean queries using multiple operands including
AND, OR, NEAR, and AND NOT.
• Unlimited search terms
• Custom software to eliminate unwanted versions of
words
• Triple filtering of all clips
• Easily change search specifications

No duplicate clips
Limit clips to what you really want and need
Clips meet your precise specifications/requirements
Few if any unwanted clips
Substantially reduce staff time needed to review articles
Increased staff productivity

Overnight Delivery - E-mail, Website, XML
Features

Benefits

AccuClip Express delivers all clips found during the previous
24 hours once-a-day next morning — 7/365. CyberAlert
delivers all clips via e-mail. No more waiting days or weeks
for your clips from traditional press clipping services.
Delivery in other formats including various flavors of XML is
available upon request.

• Be completely up to date on published information
about your company and its products
• Avoid being blind-sided by news articles you haven't yet
received from your clipping service
• Gain earlier insight to developing issues, enabling you to
respond quicker and more effectively
• No additional cost for next morning delivery

Digital Clip Book - Electronic Storage and Search
Features

Benefits

The AccuClip news monitoring and clipping service includes
a password-protected digital database containing the text of
all your clips for as long as you are a client. Organized into
easy-to-use folders that you specify, CyberAlert's powerful
Digital Clip Book™ enables you to effortlessly review, sort,
search, annotate, cross-reference, and circulate your clips.
The Digital Clip Book requires only a standard Web browser; no special software required. Much more useful, accessible and valuable than disorganized folders or binders of fading paper clips.

• Anytime, anywhere access to all your clips by anyone
you authorize
• Hassle-free clip management
• Time-saving electronic searches for much faster clip
retrieval - up to 7 times faster
• Faster, better data mining
- Easily sort clips by date, publication, author name, subject, — and more
• Drastically reduce paper-handling and storage
• Improve media measurement

Detailed Readership Data
Features

Benefits

CyberAlert provides the industry's most detailed readership
data. For each news source, CyberAlert provides the site's
web rank, news rank, total national opportunities to see
(equivalent of print impressions), and print circulation.

• Better measure all key parameters of PR success
including reach and trends.
• Better compare PR program success to other marketing programs

Superior Technology
Features

Benefits

With its revolutionary software and up-to-the-minute 64-bit
hardware and data storage systems located in one of the
nation's most advanced Internet hosting facilities, CyberAlert
has provided extraordinarily reliable news monitoring service
for thousands of corporations, not-for-profit organizations,
and government agencies throughout the world.

• Exceptionally dependable daily service 7/365
• Safety of RAID backup and secure environment for all
your data
• Security of using market-leading service with continuous
updates
• Easy to Use: No special desktop software required by
client; access all records with your desktop Internet
browser. No special training required.

Since launch of its news monitoring service in 1997,
CyberAlert has employed a process of continuous software
improvement using client input to enhance media coverage,
add features and upgrade functionality on an on-going basis.

Unmatched Customer Service
Features

Benefits

Humans answer CyberAlert's phones. You're immediately connected to our extraordinarily responsive customer service staff
who will do whatever it takes to meet your media monitoring
and clipping requirements. The CyberAlert system and staff
are extremely flexible in meeting custom requirements of
clients.

• Expert assistance in setting up your search specification to produce optimal results in monitoring consumer "buzz".
• Immediate set-up of your order with next-day delivery
of your first clips
• On the spot changes in search profiles
• Well-maintained News Media List, continually updated
• Round-the-clock service access for monitoring emergencies or PR crisis

If requested, CyberAlert provides 24/7 emergency service
availability for all its customers.
And every member of our staff will always do what's best for you.

Best Value in Media Monitoring
Features

Benefits

Simple, convenient pricing
• Immediate set-up of your order with next-day delivery of your first clips
• No extra charges per search term
• No hidden charges
• Monthly billing; no annual contract

• Lower your costs for both press clipping and broadcast monitoring
• Save up to 71% compared with traditional press clipping services
- More budget for salaries

AccuClip Express represents today's best value in news
monitoring.

The ultimate benefit:
Today's most comprehensive and accurate news
monitoring service — at substantially lower cost.

Daily E-Mail Alert
Daily Email

Original Article

Cached Text

Digital Clip BookTM — Searchable Database of Clips

1. Your “Subscriber” Inform a t i o n
2. Change your user profile or subscriptions. View detailed user help file.
E-mail to CyberAlert. Sign-off system.

12. Click “Cached Text” to view a text-only version of article – no graphics,
menus or ads. This is the full-text file you search when you use
CyberAlert’s internal search engine.

3. Sort your ‘clips’ of news articles into folders. Create new folders to
organize your clips into different categories.

13. Click “Details” to view statistical information about the art i c l e .

4. Search the full text of all clips in your folders with CyberAlert ’s powerful internal search engine. Sort clips by Date, News Source, URL or Media
G roup — and much more !

15. Forw a rd article to any other member of your communications team
who is subscribed to the CyberAlert service – with or without note you may
have entered (see 9 above).

5. Title of Article. Click on title to see full article on the website of news
source.

16. E-mail article to any e-mail address – with or without note you may
have entere d .

6. Name of news source (e.g.: Money magazine) CyberAlert monitors
25,000+ news sources worldwide in 17 languages.

17. Remove article from the folder and your desktop.

7. Date and time article was found by CyberAlert system.
8. Extract of article with about 20 words on each side of your highlighted
key words.
9. Enter unlimited notes about the article – to yourself or others.
10. Unique identifier for troubleshooting and to search for specific art i c l e .
11. Click “HTML” to view full HTML version of the article as it appeared on
source Website when captured by CyberAlert’s automated news-finding robot.

14. Move article to new or different folder (see 3 above).

18 Measurement Data for each publication consists of web rank (numerical rank among all web sites worldwide), news rank, (numerical rank
among 25,000 news sites on the CyberAlert Media List), reach per million
(number of visitors to site per million Internet users), National OTS (estimated number of visitors from home country of news site), and print circ ulation (circulation of print edition, if available).

Price Sheet
November 1, 2004
Service

CyberAlert Coverage

Retail Price
Per Month

AccuClip Express

Daily monitoring and clipping of up to 20,000 news sources worldwide in 17
languages; edited next morning delivery 7/365; unlimited key words per search on
single subject; full text clip storage for as long as you subscribe to the service.

US$189 + $1.09
per clip

